Insights into immune system development and function from mouse T-cell repertoires
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The ability of the adaptive immune system to respond to arbitrary pathogens stems from the broad diversity of immune cell surface receptors. This diversity originates in a stochastic DNA editing process (VDJ recombination) that acts on the surface receptor gene each time a new immune cell is created from a stem cell. By analyzing T-cell receptor (TCR) sequence repertoires taken from the blood and thymus of mice of different ages, we quantify the changes in the VDJ recombination process that occur from embryo to young adult. We find a rapid increase with age in the number of random insertions and a dramatic increase in diversity. Because the blood accumulates thymic output over time, blood repertoires are mixtures of different statistical recombination processes, and we unravel the mixture statistics to obtain a picture of the time evolution of the early immune system. Sequence repertoire analysis also allows us to detect the statistical impact of selection on the output of the VDJ recombination process. The effects we find are nearly identical between thymus and blood, suggesting that our analysis mainly detects selection for proper folding of the TCR receptor protein. We further find that selection is weaker in laboratory mice than in humans and it does not affect the diversity of the repertoire.

The adaptive immune system relies on cell surface receptors to recognize an unpredictable array of foreign pathogens. T cells perform their surveillance function through a highly diverse repertoire of T-cell receptors (TCRs): Any individual TCR recognizes only a small subset of the foreign peptides that it may encounter, and the system defends against a broad range of pathogens by having TCRs of many different specificities. This receptor diversity is created by a stochastic DNA editing process (VDJ recombination) that acts on the TCR gene each time a new immune cell is created from a stem cell and acts independently on each of the two chains (alpha and beta) that compose the receptor. The resulting repertoire diversity can now be studied in great detail, using high-throughput sequencing of lymphocyte receptor repertoires (1–8). In previous work, we used human sequence repertoires to develop methods for inferring the details of the stochastic process of VDJ recombination (9, 38) and for characterizing the statistical effects of thymic selection (10). In this paper, we apply these methods to T-cell beta-chain sequence data collected from mice at several stages of development, from embryos to young adults, to study the T-cell repertoire maturation process. We exploit the flexibility of the mouse model to study aspects of immune system development and function that are not readily accessible in humans.

It is known that B- and T-cell receptors formed in embryonic or neonatal individuals are less diverse than in adults: They have fewer nontemplated insertions (11) due to the absence of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) expression, the enzyme responsible for these insertions (12–14). Whereas this observation has been confirmed by deep sequencing of human TCR repertoires (15, 16), the precise form and time-resolved dynamics of VDJ recombination have not been assessed.

We analyze mouse T cells taken simultaneously from thymus and blood in the same individual to gain insights into the dynamics of repertoire development. First, because the periphery accumulates T cells produced at different times, whereas new T cells pass quickly through the thymus and reflect conditions at a single time point, the statistical structure of the blood T-cell repertoire can be very different from that of the thymus. This difference poses a challenge for statistical inference, and in this paper we develop a method for describing such repertoires derived from a mixture of different conditions. Second, the ability to compare thymus with blood sequence repertoires allows for a more refined view of the stages of receptor selection for functionality, from initial receptor generation to eventual passage into the periphery, and leads to a qualitatively different picture for mice than previously reported for humans.

**Results**

**Inferring the Statistics of VDJ Recombination.** A new TCR gene is created from germline DNA by a series of stochastic events: choosing gene segments, deleting bases from the ends of the chosen gene segments, and inserting nucleotides between the modified gene segments. Because the same sequence can be generated
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by distinct recombination events, standard tools that assign a unique recombination scenario to each sequence (17–20) give biased estimates that would limit our ability to detect the developmental changes that interest us here. In previous work (9, 10) we showed how to overcome this problem, using an approach that assigns probabilities to different ways of generating a sequence (see Materials and Methods for details). This approach allows us to accurately quantify and track diversity as a function of developmental age, in both the thymus and the periphery.

Here, we apply these methods to thymic and peripheral sequence repertoires of TCR beta-chain (TRB) genes of mice of varying ages: 17 d after conception and 4 d, 21 d, and 42 d after birth (see Materials and Methods and Table S1 for a complete summary of data). A distinct set of generation parameters was inferred for each of these repertoires. Only out-of-frame sequences, which are nonproductive and thus thought to be free of selection effects, were included in the inference.

**Thymic Repertoires Reveal Mechanism of Diversity Maturation.** The best-documented element of VDJ recombination known to change between fetal and adult life is the number of nontemplated (N) insertions at the junctions. In Fig. 1 we plot the marginal distributions of the number of N insertions at the VD and DJ junctions inferred from out-of-frame thymic sequences of mice at a sequence of ages. During the passage from fetal to mature animal, this distribution changes dramatically and rapidly. In the embryonic mouse, 90% of the sequences have no insertions, whereas this fraction drops to 10% in adult mice. This trend is consistent with previous observations in neonates (11) and is explained by the low level of expression of TdT before birth (12, 14). TdT is turned on after birth, and Fig. 1 indicates that the asymptotic level of TdT in adults must be reached before 21 d. The distribution at 4 d shows an intermediate situation, roughly halfway between embryonic and adult. Whereas Fig. 1 shows that the inferred distribution of insertions is identical at the VD and DJ junctions in the thymus of fetal or adult mice, it is different at 4 d. This difference could be due to the temporal ordering of VDJ recombination: DJ recombination occurs before VD recombination, with a short time delay between the two, and the rise of TdT expression during this delay could explain the increased mean number of VD insertions relative to that of DJ insertions.

We asked whether features of the recombination process other than the number of insertions changed between embryonic and mature mice. We found that D and J gene choice did not change significantly (P > 0.05, t test corrected for multiple testing), whereas a few V genes had their use significantly (P < 0.05) increase (V4, V12-1, V26) or decrease (V14, V16, V17, V20, V22) with age (Figs. S1 and S2). The profiles of deletion showed no significant changes with age (Figs. S3 and S4) and neither did the frequencies of inserted N nucleotides (Fig. S5). These results confirm quantitatively that an increase in the number of untemplated insertions is the primary driver of diversity expansion in early life.

To quantify the overall change in diversity between TRB sequence repertoires at different ages, we calculated the Shannon entropy of their distributions. Entropy can be decomposed as a sum of contributions from gene choices, deletions, and insertions, from which a correction for convergent recombination must be subtracted (9). We find that the diversity of generated nucleotide sequences increased from 21 bits in fetal mice to 30 bits in adult mice. The change in repertoire diversity during this transition is almost entirely due to the change in the insertion profile, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Inset, where the different contributions to the sequence entropies of the fetal and mature sequence repertoires are compared.

The entropy is mathematically equal to the negative of the mean over the sequence repertoire of the logarithm of the generation probability. A plot of the distribution of generation probabilities, Pgen, over a typical repertoire (Fig. 2) shows that the generation probability of individual sequences ranges from a few parts per million to less than 1 part in 10^18.

**Peripheral Repertoires Reflect Past History of Thymic Diversity.** Our analysis of thymic repertoires has shown that the generative probability distribution for VDJ recombination changes dramatically in the days and weeks after birth. To understand how the evolution of VDJ recombination impacts repertoires, we need to account for the fact that peripheral compartments accumulate cells generated across earlier times, as sketched in Fig. 3. As a result, sequence repertoires must be described by a mixture of generative models with varying parameters that reflect past states of the generation process.

---

**Fig. 1.** Age-dependent insertion length distributions. Shown are distributions of the number of N insertions at the VD junction, P(insVD), and at the DJ junction, P(insDJ), inferred from individual mouse thymus datasets at different ages: embryo day 17 (E17) and 4, 21 d, and 42 d postbirth (D4, D21, and D42). The error bars indicate the variation across individuals (Table S1).

**Fig. 2.** Sequence entropy for thymic repertoires. Shown is distribution of the log generation probability for mouse thymic repertoires derived from 17 d embryo (E17) and 42 d postbirth animals (D42). The human generative probability distribution (9) is plotted for comparison. Shannon entropy is minus the mean over these distributions. Inset shows Shannon entropy at ages 17 d embryo and 42 d postbirth, decomposed into the components of the recombination scenario. Sequence entropy is recombination scenario entropy minus a correction for convergent recombination. Note that only the insertion component of scenario entropy changes significantly between embryonic and mature.
To use our inference procedure to quantify the state of the mixing of repertoires, we must make some simplifying assumptions. First, given our observation that other features vary rather little with age (Figs. S1–S4), we assume that only the statistics of the untemplated insertions change with time. Second, we assume that the instantaneous insertion distribution function, \( P_n(n) \), interpolates linearly between the embryonic and adult distributions by setting \( P_n(n) = \alpha P_{emb}(n) + (1 - \alpha) P_{mat}(n) \), where \( n \) is the number of insertions at a junction. \( P_{emb} \) is the distribution for the 17-d embryo, and \( P_{mat} \) is the adult distribution at 42 d, and \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \) is an effective level of TdT measured by its impact on the number of insertions. This interpolation describes the data at day 4 (Fig. 2) accurately: The Kullback–Leibler divergence between \( P_n(\alpha) \) for the optimal choice of \( \alpha \) and the directly inferred distribution is 0.1 bits, much less than the 2.6-bit entropy of the distribution. A more thorough validation would require data that more densely cover the early life period when the recombination machinery is changing.

The distribution \( P_n \) describes the TRB generation process at a fixed TdT level \( \alpha \). As explained above, repertoires in general represent the accumulated output of recombination events at earlier times and must be described by a mixture of processes at various \( \alpha \) values. The generic mixture model for insertions \( n_1, n_2 \) at the VD and DJ junctions can thus be written as

\[
P(n_1, n_2) = \int_0^1 d\alpha \ g(\alpha) P_n(\alpha) P_{\alpha}(n_2) = \bar{P}_n(\alpha) P_{\alpha}(n_2) + \text{var}(\alpha) \Delta P(n_1) \Delta P(n_2),
\]

where \( g(\alpha) \) is the distribution of \( \alpha \) in the repertoire reflecting the distribution of the past developmental ages at which its receptors were produced, \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \text{var}(\alpha) \) are its mean and variance, and \( \Delta P = P_{mat} - P_{emb} \). Conveniently, per the second line of Eq. 1, the mixture distribution depends only on the mean and variance of \( \alpha \). The variance is constrained by \( 0 \leq \text{var}(\alpha) \leq \bar{\alpha}(1 - \bar{\alpha}) \) and gives a measure of the level of mixing in the repertoire. Zero variance means no mixing; i.e., all cells were created at a single effective TdT level \( \alpha = \bar{\alpha} \). Maximal variance and mixing are attained when a fraction \( \bar{\alpha} \) of cells fully expresses TdT \( (\alpha = 1) \), whereas the remaining fraction \( 1 - \bar{\alpha} \) does not express TdT at all (\( \alpha = 0 \)).

We estimate \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \text{var}(\alpha) \) for our datasets by first inferring the joint distribution \( P(\text{insVD}.\text{insDJ}) \) of Eq. 2 in Materials and Methods, using our inference technique, and then adjusting \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \text{var}(\alpha) \) to obtain the best fit to Eq. 1. The data points in Fig. 4A show the mean effective TdT level \( \bar{\alpha} \) as a function of age for thymus or blood datasets, whereas the data points in Fig. 4B report the associated values of \( \text{var}(\alpha) \). Fig. 4A shows that the blood repertoire transitions from embryonic \( (\alpha = 0) \) to mature \( (\alpha = 1) \) with a time delay relative to the thymic repertoire. This result is expected because blood T cells are first produced in the thymus. The rise in TdT level results in an increase of diversity, measured by the entropy of recombination events (Fig. 4A, Inset). Fig. 4B shows that, although embryonic and adult repertoires have no mixing, \( \text{var}(\alpha) \approx 0 \), all intermediate repertoires are mixed, with \( \text{var}(\alpha) \) significantly larger than 0. Although the thymus does not accumulate cells, T cells do spend a finite time in the thymus and, when TdT levels are changing fast, thymic repertoires are described by mixtures. Still, blood repertoires are substantially...
more mixed than thymic repertoires, as expected because the thymus contains cells that have recombined over a narrow range of TdT levels \( \alpha \), whereas blood contains cells with a greater range of ages and of values of \( \alpha \).

The behavior of the data displayed in Fig. 4 can be better understood by comparison with a simple model (Materials and Methods and Mixture Model). In this model the effective TdT level \( \alpha(t) \) in the thymus is given by a sharply rising Hill function (Fig. 4A, dashed curve), recombined cells are created at a rate that increases rapidly with time, and cells reside in the thymus for 3 d on average, after which they are released into the periphery. Although model parameters were chosen to reproduce the observed behavior quantitatively, we did not attempt a formal fit to the data, because of the paucity of data points. Results for \( \alpha(t) \) and \( \text{var}(\alpha)(t) \) are displayed in Fig. 4 (orange and green curves). The model recapitulates the delay in maturation between thymus and blood (Fig. 4A) and also accounts for the observed level of mixing as a function of time in blood and thymus (Fig. 4B). The model curves in Fig. 4B are parametric in time (time stamps added for clarity) and it is significant that the data points lie close to points on the model curves at the right age.

Selection Shapes the In-Frame Repertoire. Our discussion so far has focused on the evolution of the generative model for VDJ recombination, a model inferred from nonproductive, out-of-frame sequences. We now discuss what can be learned from in-frame sequences. Because they can code for functional surface receptor proteins, their statistics will be modified, relative to the generative model statistics, by selection effects. To quantify selection, we focus on the complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3) of the beta chain, the region thought to encode most of the functional diversity of the T-cell repertoire. We define the CDR3 as the amino acid sequence running from a conserved cysteine in the V segment to a conserved phenylalanine in the J segment. We associate to each possible CDR3 amino acid sequence \( \sigma \) a selection factor \( Q(\sigma) \), defined as the ratio of its probability of being observed in the data to its probability of having been generated. For computability, \( Q \) is taken to be a product of factors \( q_i(\alpha) \) reflecting the selection effect of each amino acid \( \alpha \) at each position \( i \) in a CDR3 of length \( L \). The collection of these subfactors defines a selection motif. The algorithms for inferring the subfactors from the data were developed in previous work on human TRB sequences (21) (see Materials and Methods for details).

We inferred selection motifs for a variety of thymic and blood repertoires (Fig. S6). These motifs are very consistent between thymus and blood of mice of the same age, with weaker consistency between mice of different ages (Fig. S7). Similarity between blood and thymus may seem surprising, as we could have expected a significant fraction of TRBs from thymic cells to have been sequenced before any selection effect, making them statistically closer to out-of-frame sequences. These observations suggest that our selection factors primarily capture selection for the ability of the coded protein to fold into a displayable receptor and may not capture more subtle effects such as negative selection against self-recognition. In Fig. S6, we also display patterns of correlation between mature mouse selection factors and quantitative amino acid biochemical properties; significant, but hard-to-interpret, patterns are apparent.

Our method attaches two hidden variables to each in-frame sequence: its probability \( P_{\text{gen}} \) of being generated in a VDJ recombination event and the selection factor \( Q \) governing its probability of then appearing in a thymic or peripheral sequence repertoire. Distributions of sequence repertoires over these variables give interesting insights into selection. We recall that, for humans, we found that the distribution of in-frame sequences was strongly skewed to higher \( P_{\text{gen}} \). If a sequence was more likely to be created, it was more likely to be selected (21). Fig. 5A shows that this correlation does not hold for mice: The \( P_{\text{gen}} \) distribution for in-frame repertoires is virtually the same as that created by VDJ recombination. The difference between humans and mice in even more apparent in the distribution of sequence repertoires over the selection factor \( Q \) (Fig. 5B). For mice, selection is a weak effect: The distribution over \( Q \) is narrow, nearly centered about \( Q = 1 \) (no selection), and moves to only slightly higher values of \( Q \) in going from generated to selected repertoires. For humans, the primitively generated repertoire has a large fraction of sequences with a low probability of being selected (Fig. 5B). Consequently, selection purges a large fraction of sequences and substantially modifies the repertoire statistics.

Discussion

VDJ recombination is a stochastic process that produces the initial diversity on which the adaptive immune system relies to develop a functional and diverse repertoire of receptor specificities. Previous studies have shown that this diversity is limited in neonates compared with adults, either by biasing the choice of gene segments (22–25) or by having a small number of N insertions (11, 26). Combining high-throughput sequencing with statistical analysis of murine T-cell receptor beta chains, we analyzed the dynamics of maturation of VDJ recombination. This analysis allowed us to precisely quantify, in bits, how diversity increases with age, from embryo to adult. We found that the most significant change in the recombination statistics was the number of untemplated N insertions, which sharply increases around the age of 4 d, from almost no insertions to the amount found in adults. Low numbers of insertions in neonates and during
embryonic development are common to both B- and T-cell receptors (27) and are attributed to low TdT expression (12–14). Diversity can be further reduced in embryos by concentrating gene use on only a few combinations, as was shown for Ig in mice (22, 23), humans (24), and more recently zebrafish, using high-throughput sequencing (25). Similar observations were made on human TCR beta chains (28, 29). By contrast, we found only minor differences in TRB gene use between embryonic and adult mice (Fig. S1), meaning that the reduced number of N insertions is the only factor limiting diversity in the embryo relative to the adult.

One can only speculate about the biological function of the lack of N insertions in embryos and very young individuals. Rearrangements with no insertions may encode particular specificities that are effectively innate. The invariant TCRs of mucosal-associated invariant T cells (MAIT) and natural killer T cells (NKT) are specific examples of such genetically encoded receptors (30). These TCRs, which lack N insertions, are formed with high probability by VDJ recombination (31) and are further selected to be very conserved. Receptors lacking N insertions may provide neonates with a minimal set of innate-like specificities, ensuring basic immunity (32), which is later completed by selection probabilities of those sequences according to the model. In practice, over all of the unique out-of-frame sequences in the dataset, of the generating events involved in VDJ recombination of TRB has the form (9, 38)

$$P(S) = P(V(D, J))P(\text{insVD, insDJ})$$

$$P(\text{delV|D})P(\text{delID, delDJ|D})P(\text{delI|J})$$

$$P(s_1|s_2|s_3|\ldots|s_{n_{\text{insVD, insDJ}}}-1)P(t_1|t_2|t_3|\ldots|t_{n_{\text{delV, delID, delDJ}}}-1).$$

where S is a recombination scenario (defined by gene choice, numbers of deletions, and number and identity of insertions) and where each event in the equation is a distribution over the possible elements of the scenario, P(V|D, J) is the distribution of choices of the three kinds of gene segments (note that a correlation between the two D genes and the two clusters of J genes is imposed by genome topology), and P(\text{delV|V}) is the distribution of numbers of deletions from the end of a particular gene V (and likewise for D and J). A scenario includes specific N nucleotide insertions $$s_1\ldots s_{n_{\text{insVD, insDJ}}}$$ and $$t_1\ldots t_{n_{\text{delV, delID, delDJ}}}$$ at the VD and DJ junctions, and $$P(\text{insVD, insDJ})$$ is the distribution of the total numbers of such insertions, whereas $$P(s_1|s_2|s_3|\ldots$$, etc. describes the probability of inserting particular N nucleotides. Note that Eq. 2 gives the probability of recombination scenarios, not sequences. To obtain the probability of generating a specific sequence, one must sum the expression in Eq. 2 over all of the recombination scenarios that result in that sequence. We determine the component probability distributions in Eq. 2, $$P(V, P(D, J), P(\text{insVD, insDJ}),$$ and so forth, directly from the data using the principle of maximum likelihood. The likelihood of a whole dataset is given by the product, over all of the unique out-of-frame sequences in the dataset, of the generation probabilities of those sequences according to the model. In practice, likelihood maximization is performed using an expectation-maximization algorithm, as explained in ref. 9.

The main assumption underlying Eq. 2 is its simple product structure, reflecting the independence of the enzymes that carry out different steps of
Selection Model. Following previous work on human TRB sequences (21), we associate to each possible CDR3 amino acid sequence \( r \) of the TRB repertoire a selection factor \( Q(r) \) defined as the ratio between the probability of generation of \( r \) in VDJ recombination and its probability of occurrence in unique in-frame data sequences. The selection factor \( Q \) is assumed to be a product of subfactors related to the V and J gene choice \( q_{VJ} \), CDR3 length \( L \left( q_{L} \right) \), and amino acid identity \( a \) at each position \( i \) of the CDR3 \( q_{(i)}(a) \): 

\[
p_{\text{obs}}(r) = Q(r) \cdot p_{\text{rand}}(r) = \frac{1}{Q_{VJ} q_{L} \sum_{a} q_{(i)}(a) \cdot p_{\text{rand}}(r)}.
\]

The \( q_{VJ} \) are normalized such that their sum over amino acids at each \( i \) and \( L \) is unity and \( \sum Q_{VJ} q_{L} \cdot p_{\text{rand}} \) enforces an overall normalization. The set of all these subfactors defines a motif of selection across all possible TRB sequences, and a likelihood maximization procedure allows us to infer the best selection factors from the data.

Model of Repertoire Maturation. TCRs are produced in the thymus with a time-dependent effect. TdT level \( \alpha(t) = 1 + \left( T_{\text{start}} - T_{\text{end}} \right) / \left( 1 - T_{\text{start}} + T_{\text{end}} \right)^{3} \) (in minutes), with a production rate \( \beta(t) = 1 + \left( T_{\text{start}} - T_{\text{end}} \right) / \left( 1 - T_{\text{start}} + T_{\text{end}} \right)^{3} \) (in arbitrary units). Time is in days, with birth at \( t = 0 \), \( T_{\text{start}} = -15 \), and \( T_{\text{end}} = 2 \). Cells reside in the thymus for an average of 3 days (dynamically distributed time), after which they are released into the periphery. The simulation is followed from \( t = T_{\text{start}} \) (early embryo) to \( t = 42 \) (age of oldest dataset).
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Validation of the Structure of the Sequence Generation Model

Our inference procedure rests on a presumption of independence of the various factors in the generative model and a verification of that independence is an important aspect of our analysis. To address this issue, we compute the mutual information—a nonparametric measure of dependence between random variables—between the various recombination scenario variables and compare these numbers between the data and the generative model inferred from the same data.

The mutual information between two random variables x and y jointly distributed according to \( p(x, y) \) is defined as

\[
I(x, y) = \sum_{x, y} p(x, y) \log \frac{p(x, y)}{p(x)p(y)}. \tag{S1}
\]

The mutual information between the variables defining recombination scenarios, as computed from the inferred model itself, can be calculated exactly and is shown in the below-diagonal halves of the matrices of Fig. S9. By construction, the generative model has zero mutual information between certain variable pairs, e.g., the number of VD insertions and the choice of J gene, and nonzero mutual information between variables that correlate with each other either directly or indirectly, for example, between D and J gene choice, or between D choice and number of D deletions.

On the other hand, the inference procedure assigns multiple scenarios, each with its own probability, to each data sequence. For any pair of scenario variables (e.g., insVD and delJ) we can use these assignments over all of the data sequences to populate a list of pairs of values, weighted by scenario probabilities. From this list we can then compute the mutual information between the two elements of the pair, using the Treves–Panzeri correction (39) to account for small sample sizes. The mutual information computed in this fashion is displayed in the above-diagonal halves of the matrices of Fig. S9. The model form is considered accurate if the obtained mutual information agrees with that predicted by the model, i.e., if the matrices of Fig. S9 are symmetric.

Mixture Model

In this model, T cells are introduced into the thymus with rate \( \theta(t) \), with an effective TdT level \( \alpha(t) \). Cells leave the thymus into the periphery (blood and spleen) with constant rate \( \tau_{\text{thy}}^{-1} \).

Under these assumptions, the total number of cells in the thymus, \( N_{\text{thy}}(t) \), and the periphery, \( N_{\text{peri}}(t) \), read

\[
N_{\text{thy}}(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} \theta(t') e^{-t'/\tau_{\text{thy}}} dt', \tag{S2}
\]

\[
N_{\text{peri}}(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} \theta(t') \left( 1 - e^{-t'/\tau_{\text{thy}}} \right) dt'. \tag{S3}
\]

The distributions of \( \alpha \) in these compartments are given by

\[
g_{\text{thy}}(\alpha; t) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{thy}}(t)} \int_{t}^{\infty} \theta(t') e^{-\alpha t'/\tau_{\text{thy}}} \delta(\alpha(t') - \alpha) dt', \tag{S4}
\]

\[
g_{\text{peri}}(\alpha; t) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{peri}}(t)} \int_{t}^{\infty} \theta(t') (1 - e^{-\alpha t'/\tau_{\text{thy}}}) \delta(\alpha(t') - \alpha) dt'. \tag{S5}
\]

The mean and variance of \( \alpha \), plotted in Fig. 5 of the main text, are calculated from these expressions. They are sufficient to calculate the joint distribution of insertions at the two junctions, per Eq. 2 of the main text.

Selection Model

The selection factor is defined as the fold change between the probability of generation of a TRB sequence \( s \), \( P_{\text{gen}}(s) \), and its probability among productive in-frame sequences, \( P_{\text{post}}(s) \):

\[
P_{\text{post}}(s) = Q(s) P_{\text{gen}}(s). \tag{S6}
\]

We assume that \( Q(s) \) depends on \( s \) only through the amino acid translation of its CDR3 and that it takes the factorized form

\[
Q(a) = q_{L} \prod_{i=1}^{L} q_{i,L}(a_i), \tag{S7}
\]

where \( a = (a_1, \ldots, a_L) \) is the amino acid sequence of the CDR3, and \( L \) is its length. The \( q_i \) factors are length-specific factors, whereas \( q_{i,L}(a) \) are composition-specific factors. All factors are simultaneously inferred by maximizing the likelihood of the in-frame sequences using gradient ascent, as explained in detail in ref. 21. Fig. S6 shows the values of \( q_{i,L}(a) \) inferred from D42 mouse thymic sequences, and Fig. S7 compares the values of \( q_{i,L}(a) \) inferred from different datasets. The selection factors were normalized for these figures such that \( q_{i,L}(a) > 1 \) indicates a positive contribution to the overall selection, whereas a value below 1 indicates a negative contribution.
Table S1. Sequence datasets used in analyses reported in main text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Read length, bp</th>
<th>Productive</th>
<th>Nonproductive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 -d embryo</td>
<td>Thymus 2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>11,199</td>
<td>15,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 -d embryo</td>
<td>Thymus 3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9,589</td>
<td>11,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>Thymus 1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9,165</td>
<td>9,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>Thymus 2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>27,794</td>
<td>14,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>Spleen 1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>Spleen 2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>Spleen 3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1,356</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 d</td>
<td>Thymus</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>95,164</td>
<td>43,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 d</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14,469</td>
<td>7,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>33,028</td>
<td>16,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>24,292</td>
<td>10,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>24,846</td>
<td>12,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 1 library replicate</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>137,233</td>
<td>67,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 2 library replicate</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>61,990</td>
<td>30,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Thymus 3 library replicate</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>83,591</td>
<td>40,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Blood 1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>16,642</td>
<td>7,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Blood 2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3,256</td>
<td>1,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 d</td>
<td>Blood 3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>16,858</td>
<td>7,306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. S1. V and J gene use as a function of age. Shown are gene use probabilities derived from aggregated thymic datasets at different ages. Aggregated datasets, used to reduce small sample noise, are constructed by combining sequence repertoires from several individual mice at the same age. Whereas the overall use pattern is fairly stable with age, some genes undergo quite substantial changes in use.

Fig. S2. Variation of V and J gene use across biological replicates. For each V or J gene we plot the thymic use fraction for all available individuals (one, two, or three, depending on the case) for the embryonic day 17 and for the 42-d mature mouse. Different individuals are indicated by repetitions of the same symbol, and their dispersion gives a rough measure of the biological sample variance of gene use.

Fig. S3. Deletion profiles for different ages. The plots show the deletion profiles inferred from aggregated thymic datasets at three different ages. Deletion profiles depend on the identity of the gene being deleted and negative deletions are used to account for P nucleotides. Variations across sample ages are significantly larger than individual-to-individual variations at any given age. Plot headings record the gene identities and their use probabilities at age 42 d (only genes with use probability greater than 0.02 are displayed).

Fig. S4. Variation of deletion profiles across biological replicates. Shown is the same convention as Fig. S2. Plot headings record the gene identities and their use probabilities (only genes with use probability greater than 0.02 are displayed). There is virtually no biological sample variance between individuals in a given sequencing run and very little between runs.

Fig. S5. Frequencies of N insertions. (Upper) Dinucleotide insertion bias values $P(s_i|s_{i-1})$ inferred from individual thymus data for D4 and D42. Data are not presented for E17 because there are virtually no insertions in embryonic recombination. The $s_i$ nt refers to $s_{i-1}$, whereas the $x$ axis corresponds to $s_i$. Sample variance at a given age is small, and frequencies are consistent from day 4 to day 42. (Lower) Predicted vs. observed trinucleotide insertion frequencies $P(s_i,s_{i+1},s_{i+2})$ for D42 thymic data. The small scatter about the equality line indicates that the untemplated insertions are well described by a dinucleotide Markov process.

Fig. S6. Selection factors. (Upper) Selection factors $q_i(a)$ inferred from D42 mouse thymic datasets. (Lower) (A–K) Pearson correlations between selection factors and amino acid biochemical properties. For each position $i$, CDR3 length $L$, and biochemical property, we display the Pearson correlation between $q_i(a)$ and the values of the biochemical property for the 20 amino acids $a$ (the latter listed in the tables in A–K, Left).
Fig. S7. Selection factor correlations. Scatter plot shows selection factors inferred from pairs of datasets. The pairings allow us to compare different tissues (blood or thymus) and ages. \( R^2 = 1 - \frac{\text{Var}(q' - q)}{\text{Var}(q') + \text{Var}(q)} \) is a measure of the difference between two datasets; for identical datasets, one would find \( R^2 = 1 \).

Fig. S8. Comparison of deterministic vs. model inference results. We compare the results of our model inference procedure used in this paper to a deterministic alignment as described in ref. 40. (Upper) The insertion profiles for D42 thymus (error bars are over individual mice). We see that the deterministic result gives a much higher probability for zero insertions and the VD and DJ junctions differ slightly. (Lower) Comparison of the deterministic and the model-inferred joint DJ uses for D42 and E17 thymus data. Note that the deterministic alignment gives a nonzero probability of DJ pairings that are topologically impossible (i.e., TRBJ1 genes cannot be paired with TRBD2). By contrast the model-inferred use is completely consistent with the topological constraint.

Fig. S9. Mutual information (MI) between hidden scenario variables. Each plot is based on the dataset indicated in the plot heading and the “correlated insertions” model inferred from that dataset. The correlated insertions models allow a general joint distribution \( P(\text{insVD}, \text{insDJ}) \) of VD and DJ insertions. Squares below the diagonal (Lower Right of each plot) display MI values for the model itself, whereas squares above the diagonal (Upper Left of each plot) display MI values derived from the data. The sum of all of the MI values calculated from the data (entries above the diagonal) that were not predicted by the model (zeros below the diagonal) does not exceed 0.14 bits in all considered cases. That number is very small compared with the individual entropies of each the scenario variables (each of the order of bits), indicating that these correlations are negligible.

Fig. S10. Selection factors inferred for triplet codons and for amino acids are consistent. Selection factors, \( q_i(a) \), learned both for codons (red crosses) and for amino acids (blue circles), are plotted for each position in the CDR3 region for CDR3 sequences of length 12, as a function of the amino acids at each position. Generally, the codon selection factors follow the amino acid ones, signifying that selection indeed acts on the amino acid level. Codons for which there were not enough data to infer the selection factors are omitted.
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